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Overview

In Balancing on the Life Cycle: Target-Date Funds Need Better Diversification, published in the Summer 2016 issue of The Journal of Portfolio Management, Jusvin Dhillon, Antti Ilmanen, and John Liew of AQR Capital Management examine life-cycle funds, which have become an enormous industry in recent years. Such funds offer retail investors a useful option in the quest to save for retirement. However, life-cycle funds do have some drawbacks, and are under-diversified in several key areas. Dhillon and his co-authors evaluate five dimensions of under-diversification and show how to address each issue, resulting in better performance for people who are saving for retirement.

Practical Applications

• A vast industry. Life-cycle funds have grown nearly tenfold over the past decade, approaching $700 billion in assets under management.¹
• Well-suited for retirement. As cost-efficient vehicles that can access a broad range of investments, life-cycle funds provide easy investment solutions.
• There is always room for improvement. Shortcomings include five major dimensions of under-diversification, but there are clear and effective ways to address the issues involved.

Practical Applications Report

Target-date funds have become an enormous industry in recent years, and they offer retail investors a useful option in the quest to save for retirement. Investors face many challenges in the pursuit of returns, during this extended period of low interest rates. Questions of where and how to seek the best risk-vs-reward balance are on many investors’ minds.

At AQR Capital Management, Jusvin Dhillon, Antti Ilmanen, and John Liew have thought about such investment problems for a long time. “Target-date funds are a good concept at the core. But they are under-diversified in several meaningful areas,” says Dhillon. In life-cycle investing, investors reduce risk as they approach retirement. For younger investors, there is an opportunity to bear more risk and generate returns through more aggressive strategies. As investors grow older, they reduce risk, to ensure their wealth is stable in retirement.

WISDOM of the AGES: Life-cycle investing centers on the investor’s age with regard to risk and opportunity.

¹ Bary [2014] quoted these numbers. More recently, BrightScope [2015] estimated that the size of target-date funds (narrowly defined: Investment Act of 1940 funds) has grown to over $700 billion, whereas a broader definition of target-date assets (which includes collective investment trusts and pooled separate accounts) is closer to $1.1 trillion and is predicted to exceed $2 trillion by 2020.
“The framework is reasonable,” says Liew, “but life-cycle funds are typically concentrated in equities earlier in the cycle and move into bonds over time. With equities comes the risk premium, but is there another way to go?” The team analyzed five ways to improve this popular long-term investment strategy.

“Life-cycle funds are typically concentrated in equities earlier in the cycle and move into bonds over time. With equities comes the risk premium, but is there another way to go?”

— John Liew

**THEMES OF RISK AND REWARD**

“Life-cycle funds address risk indirectly, by varying asset allocation. But what if we manage risk directly?” asks Dhillon. “Investors may be able to achieve better returns by holding an optimal portfolio, and directly sizing its risk,” he adds.

The team developed a methodology using over 100 years of returns, and studied the standard implementation of several well-known life-cycle strategies. The goal was to see if it would be possible to correct five major shortcomings: home bias, insufficient inflation protection, equity risk concentration, excess sensitivity to volatile periods, and lack of diversification in long/short strategies. Then they tested broadly over a long period and observed what happened. The keys to the improvement lay in expanding to international investments, adding commodities, creating risk-balanced allocations, developing a scheme for dynamic volatility targeting, and including a trend-following component in the mix.

By applying a risk-parity-based life-cycle strategy, it was possible to increase the accumulated savings. “It was a natural process, to keep the core idea, while applying these institutional techniques,” says Liew. “We incorporated real-world assumptions, including the impact of transaction costs, and the risk-parity approach still generated better returns across all cohorts in our study,” he emphasizes.

“Clearly life-cycle funds are a big industry and the goal is good; if investors work to develop an institutional approach, they may be able to enhance their returns and meet their long-term goals even more efficiently.”

— John Liew

---

**Key Definitions**

**Life-cycle fund**
(also called Target-date fund)
A long-term investment strategy, in which the asset allocation mix automatically becomes more conservative as investors approach retirement.

**Risk parity**
An asset allocation strategy that enhances diversification by balancing risk across major asset classes.

**Trend following**
A long-short investment strategy that goes long recently rising markets and short recently falling markets.
FUTURE RESEARCH

Looking ahead, Dhillon, Ilmanen, and Liew are interested in examining investment phenomenon that endure through a range of economic and financial climates. For now, however, they emphasize the value of studying these five techniques for improving life-cycle funds. “Our recommendations are practical and investor-ready. Institutional investors have successfully followed them for many years,” says Dhillon. “If you don’t want to make the full leap, even a small sleeve of these strategies within a fund can capture a portion of the benefit,” he notes.

“Clearly life-cycle funds are a big industry and the goal is good; if investors work to develop an institutional approach, they may be able to enhance their returns and meet their long-term goals even more efficiently,” concludes Liew.
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The views and opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of AQR Capital Management, its affiliates, or its employees; do not constitute an offer, solicitation of an offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities or other financial instruments, and may not be construed as such. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.

Hypothetical performance results (e.g., quantitative backtests) have many inherent limitations, some of which, but not all, are described herein. No representation is being made that any fund or account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown herein. In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual results subsequently realized by any particular trading program. One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. For example, the ability to withstand losses or adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading losses are material points which can adversely affect actual trading results. The hypothetical performance results contained herein represent the application of the quantitative models as currently in effect on the date first written above and there can be no assurance that the models will remain the same in the future or that an application of the current models in the future will produce similar results because the relevant market and economic conditions that prevailed during the hypothetical performance period will not necessarily recur. There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of any specific trading program which cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results, all of which can adversely affect actual trading results. Discounting factors may be applied to reduce suspected anomalies. This backtest’s return, for this period, may vary depending on the date it is run.
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